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A staple of Western war propaganda is what Prof. John McMurtry calls “Reverse Projection”.
The U.S. Empire, for example, projects its own crimes against prey nations.

So, it projects the lie that President Bashar al-Assad of Syria is a “brutal dictator” when it is
Washington itself that is the declining imperial dictator that regularly imposes its will on
prey countries.

According to imperial narratives, the “brutal dictator” tortures and “kills his own people”
when he is not “gassing his own people”.

It isn’t surprising that Empire should use these lines, since Empire tortures people in black
sites  throughout  the  world[1],  it  coerces  other  nations  to  torture  rendered  victims  at
Washington’s behest, and Washington’s terror proxies torture hapless citizens at will.

But statistics do not tell the whole story. Dr Zaher Hajjo, Director of Forensics, in Damascus
Syria, told investigative reporter Vanessa Beeley that “(t)he bodies I have to inspect tell
their own stories of torture, dismemberment, rape and abuse.”  He added that it is a very
painful  part  of  his  work,  but  “it  brings relief  to  relatives waiting a very long time for
information (about their) loved ones.” Additionally:

“Terrorists or so-called ‘rebels’ murder civilians twice effectively. After people
are executed, bodies are hidden, buried or burned & mutilated & IDs stolen or
destroyed. This is deliberate to add to suffering of relatives, makes ID almost
impossible.”[2]

Clearly Secretary Pompeo’s feigned humanitarian concerns about Idlib’s infrastructure and
civilians,  as  expressed  in  a  July  24,  2019  tweet,  fits  nicely,  not  only  into  the  category  of
“Reverse Projection” , but also the “Humanitarian Intervention” myth and serves as cover
for the al Qaeda and affiliated proxies that the West supports in Syria and beyond.

We condemn continued airstrikes by #Russia & Assad in #Idlib. These strikes
destroy infrastructure & kill civilians. There is no military solution in #Syria. We
call  for  an  immediate  ceasefire  &  a  return  to  the  political  process.  End  this
humanitarian  disaster.

— Secretary Pompeo (@SecPompeo) July 23, 2019
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Idlib is “al Qaeda Central”. It is where Western-supported terrorists torture and murder
civilians. Special US envoy Brett McGurk even admitted, in July, 2017, that,

“Idlib province is the largest al-Qaeda safe-have(n) since 9/11, tied to directly to Ayman al
Zawahiri, this is a huge problem.”[3]

Washington is protecting its terror proxies in Idlib, as it has done throughout the entire war
on Syria. Words from Western politicians are empty shells, meaningless.

*
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